DATE

NAME / DOB/ Nationality

Your Ref: #

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to clarify one point on my Graduate visa application.

The Graduate Route guidance version 2.0 states the following on page 5:

“If an applicant has, in the 12 months before the date of application, been awarded a scholarship or sponsorship by a Government or international scholarship agency, covering both course fees and living costs for study in the UK (for example a Chevening or Marshall scholarship), it is a validation requirement that they must provide written consent from the financial sponsor to the application for permission to stay in the UK as a Graduate.”

(Delete the following paragraph if sponsor provided £1023 or more per month for living costs) I was previously receiving financial sponsorship from NAME OF GOVERNMENT SPONSOR OR INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AGENCY. However, the stipend that I received for my living costs was £AMOUNT per month. This was not sufficient to cover the £1023 per month stipulated by the immigration rules and Student visa caseworker guidance.

(Delete the following paragraph if sponsor provided full tuition fees). The total tuition fees for my course were £AMOUNT. My sponsorship from NAME OF GOVERNMENT SPONSOR OR INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AGENCY only covered £AMOUNT of this tuition fee.

Therefore, this section of the rules and guidance should not apply to me as my sponsorship did not cover my living costs.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can provide any further information.

Yours faithfully,